MOBILE WAREHOUSE SOLUTION
OPTIMIZE WAREHOUSE PROCESSES WITH
A MOBILE WMS SOLUTION FOR MICROSOFT
DYNAMICS 365 FOR FINANCE AND OPERATIONS
AND DYNAMICS AX
Mobile WMS from Tasklet Factory is a mobile
barcode scanning soluion that supports the work
processes in the warehouse and integrates to the
standard funcions of Dynamics 365 for Finance
and Operaions and Dynamics AX.
It features a stunning graphical user interface
that is easy to use and can be conigured to it
the needs of the individual user. Your warehouse
employees will be more eicient and make
fewer mistakes as Mobile WMS provides the
tools and informaion needed to work efecively.

ADVANTAGES
ANDROID OS

The Mobile WMS soluion supports the
Android operaing system. This leads to
a stable and future proof soluion

USER-FRIENDLY

Mobile WMS has been designed with
focus on minimizing clicks and irrelevant
informaion. Users will spend minimal
ime on user training

ON/OFFLINE FUNCTIONALITY

The core working processes can be
performed without any network
connecion. The result is a stable
soluion with great performance

ADVANTAGES
INSTALLED IN JUST 2 DAYS

Mobile WMS is a true turnkey soluion
that can be up and running in 2 days

EASY TO CUSTOMIZE

Mobile WMS has been designed so
it can be extended with custom
funcionality easily

INTEGRATES TO STANDARD

Installaion and support of the soluion
is easy as it is directly integrated with
the standard features of Dynamics 365
for Finance and Operaions and
Dynamics AX

FEATURES
RECEIVE
Register and control received items.
Supports expiry dates, batch and
serial numbers

PICK
Pick items for orders and prepare
them for shipment or producion

COUNT
Count items according to inventory
journals or as unplanned counts

PROFIT/LOSS JOURNAL
Increase or reduce quanity of
items from the inventory

MOVE
Perform unplanned movements
of items or pallets

LOCATION CONTENT
Look-up the content of a locaion

FEATURES
LOCATE ITEM
Look-up the quaniies of an item
and its locaion

CREATE PALLET
Create new pallet ID and assign
pallet type and locaion

PALLET TRANSPORT
Create pallet transport related
to a shipment

REPORT AS FINISHED
Report items as inished on a
producion order

QUARANTINE ORDERS
Handle quaranine order

PRINT
Iniiate print of reports/labels
from the mobile device

REGISTER BARCODE
Associate a barcode with an item

REFERENCES
Mobile WMS is used by many customers all
over the world:

CONTACT
The Mobile WMS soluion is sold, implemented
and supported via our worldwide network of
Microsot Dynamics Partners. Tasklet Factory is
located in Denmark and USA from where the
soluion is developed and supported.
Tasklet Factory is also a hardware reseller
because the best sotware needs the best
hardware. We have a business unit which is
up-to-date with hardware for Mobile WMS.
Contact our headquarter for more informaion:
Tasklet Factory
Alfred Nobels Vej 27
DK-9220 Aalborg
Tel: +45 7233 2000
sales@tasklefactory.com
www.tasklefactory.com

